
NEW OFFERS



HISTORICAL TOUR

30d

TOUR OF DZALISI & CHÂTEAU MUKHRANI
Visit an ancient Georgian kingdom in Dzalisi dated back to II BC – 
IV AD, located just in 5 km. from Château Mukhrani estate 
Discover the important remnants of the antique city, bath 
complexes with tiled floors, huge swimming pools, fountains and 
the mosaic of Dionysus – the god of the harvest, winemaking and 
wine
Explore Château Mukhrani estate and underground cellars, 
dating from the XIX century
Learn about the history, traditions of Georgian winemaking, 
unique Georgian grape varieties grown in Château Mukhrani 
vineyards, as well as modern winemaking techniques used when 
crafting the finest Château Mukhrani wines 



HISTORICAL TOUR

40d

TOUR OF TSILKANI MONASTERY, DZALISI & CHÂTEAU MUKHRANI
Visit Tsilkani Monastery, one of the first places in Georgia from where 
the spread of the Christian religion began, founded in the IV century 
by an early Bagrationi of Mukhrani 
Discover an ancient Georgian kingdom in Dzalisi dated back to II BC – 
IV AD, located just in 5 km. from Château Mukhrani estate and walk 
through the important remnants of the antique city, bath complexes 
with tiled floors, huge swimming pools, fountains and the mosaic of 
Dionysus – the god of the harvest, winemaking and wine
Explore Château Mukhrani estate and underground cellars, dating 
from the XIX century, as well as the modern state-of-the-art winery 
and learn about the history, traditions of Georgian winemaking, 
unique Georgian grape varieties grown in Château Mukhrani 
vineyards



PICNIC OFFER

Choose directly from the picnic menu and our chef cook will prepare selected 
dishes for you.
What could be better than to spend time at the most beautiful nature of our 
estate with freshly baked bread, cheese and ham platter, selection of tasty salads, 
fruits and a bottle of Château Mukhrani wine. 

*Picnic menu is available upon request 



WINE MASTER CLASS

55d

BLIND TASTING
Develop a deeper sense of quality wines 
Taste 4 different wines from Château Mukhrani classics’ range 
without knowing grape variety, vintage and bouquet of the wine
Practice the ability to identify the wines
Learn how to differentiate the characteristics of grape varieties



WINE PAINTING MASTER CLASS

40d

A unique opportunity to participate in the wine painting 
master class. The cozy atmosphere of Château Mukhrani will 
inspire you and our colorful wines will make your ideas into a 
real artwork. Master class is conducted by a professional 
painter Tamar Maglaperidze.

*Price is given per person 
*For groups over 15 guests



HORSE RIDING TOUR

XIX century restored stable offers an amazing experience 
to ride Georgian, Arabic and English horses. We provide 
programs for beginners at a fully equipped hippodrome as 
well as a wonderful horse walks in our forest and vine-
yards for experienced riders.  

80d - 1 Hour
60d - 30 Min.



BICYCLE TOUR

Stroll through the vineyards to find all the hidden 
wonderful places at Château Mukhrani. Bicycles are 
at your disposal to share this unique experience with 
your friends & family members. 

20d - 1 Hour
15d - 30 Min.



Restaurant, activities and tours:
Monday - Thursday            12:00 - 21:00
Friday, Saturday, Sunday   12:00 - 22:00
Event - Upon request

T: +995 595 99 13 14/15/16
M: 1878@mukhrani.com
www.Châteaumukhrani.com

#Châteaumukhrani

Advanced reservations are required:


